by CB IS F EIMOND
Polltlca~ Correspondent
CAPE TOWN, ~- The president of the World Alliance of
Reformed Churches, Dr AlIan Boesak, was the main
speaker at the national
launch of the United Demo
cratic Front in Cape Town atthe weekend . -ere is an edited version of his address .
"We have arrived at an historic moment . We have
brought together under the
aegis of the United Democratic Front the broadest and
most significant coalition of
groups and organisations
struggling against apartheid,
racism and injustice since
the early 1950s.
"We are here to say that
the . Government's constitutional proposals are inadequate and that they do not
express the will of the vast
majority of South Africa's
people .
"But more than that, we
are to say that what we are
working for is one, undivided
South Africa which will belong to all of its people, an
open democracy from which
no single South African will
be excluded .
"In recent weeks people
have asked me with greater
urgency than before : `Why do
you not see the positive side
of apartheid?'
"Now when you are white,
your children's education is
guaranteed and paid for by
the State; when your job is
secure and blacks are prevented from being too much
competition ; ; when your
home has never been taken
away and the citizenship of
the country of your birth is
not in danger; when your
children don't have to die of
hunger and malnutrition and
when your over-privileged
position is guaranteed by security laws and the best

Nothing's positiv
apartheid, says
equipped army on the continent then I can understand
why some people believe that
apartheid has its positive
side.
"But for those of us who
are black and who suffer under this system, there is no
positive side. How can we see
something positive in a system which is built on oppression, injustice and
exploitation?
"What is positive about a
system which destroys, systematically and by design,
the human dignity of people .
"How can apartheid be
positive when in the name of
Christianity it spawns policies which cause little children to die of hunger and malnutrition, which break up
black familiy life, which spell
out a continuous hopeless
death for millions of black
people?
"But we must also ask the
question : What is positive
about the Government's constitutional proposals?
"In order that there should
be noo misunderstanding, let
me repeat the reasons why
we reject these proposals.
"Racism, so embedded in
South African society, is once
again written into the
constitution .
"All the basic laws, those
laws which are the very pillars of apartheid -- mixed
marriages, group areas, racial classification, separate
and unequal education -- remain untouched and
unchanged .

"The homelands policy,
which is surely the most immoral and objectionable aspect of the apartheid policies
of the Government, forms the
basis of the wilful exclusion
of 80% of our nation from the
new political deal.
"Clearly the oppression
will continue, the brutal
break up of family life will
not end . The apartheid line is
not at all abolished .
"So while the proposals
may mean something for
those middle class blacks
who think that the improvement of their own economic
position is the highest good, it
will not bring any significant
changes to the life of those
who have no rights at all, who
must languish in the poverty
and utter destitution of the
homelands, and who are forbidden by law to live together as families in what is
called `white South Africa' .
"To be sure, the new proposals will make apartheid
less blatant in some ways. It
will be modernised and
streamlined, and in its new
mufti-coloured cloak it will
be less conspicuous and less
offensive to some .
"Nonetheless it, will still be
there. And we must remember, apartheid is a thoroughly
evil system and as such it
cannot be modified, modernised or streamlined .
"We shall not be satisfied
as long as those who rule us
are not inspired by justice,
but dictated by fear, greed
and racialism .
"We shall not be satisfied
until South Africa is once
again one undivided country,
a democracy where there
be meani
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in the hands of people- who
despise democracy and
trample on the rights of people, whether they be black or
white.
"We want all our rights, we
want them here and we want
them now . We have been
waiting so long, we have been
struggling so long . We have
pleaded, cried, petitioned too
long now. We have been
, ailed, exiled, killed for too
long. Now is the time."
The Minister of Constitutional Development and
Planning, Mr Chris Heunis,
declined to comment
yesterday .
But the Leader of the Opposition, Dr Frederik van Zyl
Slabbert, said he believed the
UD was a "very important
and significant development
which the Government would
gnore "at its and South Af ica's peril" .

